PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
TrueSight Smart Reporting for Server Automation is a modern, dynamic reporting solution for TrueSight Server Automation providing business intelligence dashboard, data analytics, and reporting capabilities. It enables users to quickly report on key performance indicators by leveraging a rich set of out of the box reports or create stunning customized reports to present historical data in clear, graphical, views.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Digital transformation is placing new pressures on ITOps teams to solve problems faster while still maintaining service and quality. The explosion in the number of platforms, devices and data points being monitored is driving the need for easy to use reporting that delivers detailed insights quickly, and is flexible enough to be customized to fit changing needs while maintaining security.

TRUESIGHT SMART REPORTING FOR SERVER AUTOMATION
TrueSight Smart Reporting for Server Automation, built on a robust BI and analytics platform, visualizes and analyzes long-term metrics and events and provides an easy-to-use, precise and flexible view into health and historical trends across the IT infrastructure. With its simple and easy to use interface, this solution offers built-in reports empowering users to report on KPIs critical to understand the health, security and compliance of complex IT environments. Users can leverage pre-built views to customize existing out of the box reports or build their own and use dashboards for quick and impactful insights.

KEY FEATURES
• Out of the box reports covering critical KPIs
• Drag & drop report creation
• Create, edit, publish, export, share and email reports
• Report dashboards
• Powerful visualization across all facets of report building and presentation
• Multi-tenant aware
• Integrated Security features such as role based access control (RBAC)
• Pre-built data views for fast and flexible reporting
• Comes with enterprise license option

KEY BENEFITS
• A single pane of glass reporting dashboard for on-premises, public and private cloud environments
• Modular architecture for quick plug and play
• One-click content import function for updates
• Get fast time to value with ease of use
• Ensure governance with built-in security
• Use analytics to improve ITOps processes
PRODUCT DETAILS

Powerful Platform
TrueSight Smart Reporting for Server Automation is a self-contained, solution agnostic reporting platform with built-in intelligence and analytics.

Rich out of the box Reports
- Get quick insights into Security compliance state and trends for complex IT environments
- Swift visibility into managed operating systems and hardware configurations
- Awareness into changes and activities in the environment

Built-in Security
- Fully RBAC Enabled - assign roles and permissions to users based on the permissions within the native underlying product.
- Three RBAC permissions are provided out-of-the-box:
  - Access
  - Manage
  - Administrate
- Multi-tenancy support

Requirements and Upgrades
- Requires TrueSight Server Automation v8.9 or later
- Custom reports from existing reporting solutions will need to be manually moved or be recreated.
- Report archives from previous solutions will need to be exported in order to retain them.

Customized Reporting
- Pre-built data views and drag and drop features enable quick report creation for custom needs
- Drill down capability that support detailed data analysis and insights

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about TrueSight Smart Reporting, visit BMC Documentation - Smart Reporting